Introduction
Neutral B mesons are subject to mixing, i.e., oscillations from particle to antiparticle through flavour changing neutral currents quark transition that change the meson flavour by two units, ∆B = 2. The B 0 s mixing is characterized by the mass difference ∆m s and by the decay width difference ∆Γ s between the heavy (B H ) and light (B L ) mass eigenstates. A CP-violating phase φ s arise from the interference between direct B 0 s meson decays into a b → ccs CP eigenstate, and decays mediated by mixing to the same final state. The two corresponding phases φ D s and φ M s depend on the convention of the CKM matrix parameterization. However, the difference φ s is phase-independent, and neglecting penguin diagram contributions, it is related to the elements of the CKM matrix, as: φ s −2β s , where β s = arg(−V ts V * tb /V cs V * cb ). A value of φ s 2β s = 0.0363
+0.0016
−0.0015 rad, is predicted by the standard model (SM), determined via a global fit to experimental data [1] . Since the value is small and precisely predicted, any deviation of the measured value would be particularly interesting as a possible hint of physics beyond the SM, contributing in the B 0 s mixing. The decay width difference ∆Γ s is predicted to be non-zero in the SM, and the theoretical prediction, assuming no new physics in B 0 s mixing, is ∆Γ s = 0.087 ± 0.021 ps −1 [2] . In this measurement the B 0 s → J/ψ (µµ) φ (KK) decay channel has a non-definite CP final state, and an angular analysis is therefore applied to disentangle the CP-odd and CP-even components. A time-dependent angular analysis is performed with the CMS detector [3] by measuring the decay angles of the final state particles µ + µ − K + K − , and the proper decay length of the B 0 s . In this measurement the transversity basis is used [4] . The angles θ T and ϕ T are the polar and azimuthal angles of the µ + in the rest frame of the J/ψ, respectively, where the x axis is defined by the direction of the φ (1020) meson in the J/ψ rest frame, and the x-y plane is defined by the decay plane of the φ (1020) → K + K − . The helicity angle ψ T is the angle of the K + in the φ (1020) rest frame with respect to the negative J/ψ momentum direction. The differential decay rate of the B 0 s → J/ψ φ in terms of proper decay length and angular variables is represented according to Ref. [5] , as:
where O i are the time-dependent functions, g i are the angular functions, Θ represents the angles, and ct represents the proper decay length of the B 0 s meson. A detailed description of the signal model can be found in Ref.
[6].
Event selection and simulated samples
The analized events are selected with a trigger optimized for the detection of b-hadrons decaying to J/ψ(µ + µ − ), with a dimuon invariant mass within the range [2.9 − 3.3] GeV, and transverse momentum (p T ) greater than 6.9 GeV. The muon trajectories are fit to a common decay vertex, and the transverse decay length significance L xy /σ L xy is required to be greater than three, where L xy is the distance between the primary and secondary vertex in the transverse plane, and σ L xy is its uncertainty. The vertex fit probability is required to be larger than 15%. Offline selection criteria requires the J/ψ to be reconstructed using muons with a transverse momentum greater than 4 GeV. The dimuon invariant mass is required to lie within 150 MeV from the world-average J/ψ mass value [7] . Candidate φ (1020) mesons are reconstructed from pairs of oppositely charged tracks with p T > 0.7 GeV, after excluding the muon candidate tracks forming the J/ψ. Each selected track is assumed to be a kaon and the invariant mass the candidate φ (1020) is required to be within 10 MeV of the world average meson mass [7] . B 0 s candidates are formed by combining a J/ψ with a φ (1020) candidate. The two muons and the two kaons are fitted with a combined vertex and kinematic fit, with a constraint of the dimuon invariant mass to be the nominal J/ψ mass [7] . A B 0 s candidate is retained if the J/ψ φ pair has an invariant mass between 5.20 and 5.65 GeV and the χ 2 vertex fit probability is larger than 2%. For each selected event the primary vertex which minimises the angle between the flight direction and the momentum of the B 0 s candidate is selected. For events with more than one B 0 s candidate, the candidate with the highest vertex fit probability is selected. Simulated events are produced using the PYTHIA 6.4 Monte Carlo event generator and EVTGEN simulation package. The generated events are then passed through a full CMS detector simulation using the GEANT package. Simulated B 0 s → J/ψ φ samples, validated through comparison with the data, are used to determine the signal reconstruction efficiencies, and to estimate the background components in the signal mass window. The angular efficiency correction (Θ) is obtained from simulations with a three-dimensional function of the angular variables in order to take into account the correlation between the angular observables. The proper decay length, ct, is required to be larger than 200 µm in order to avoid a lifetime bias due to the turnon curve of the trigger efficiency. The main background for the B 0 s → J/ψ φ decays originates from non-prompt J/ψ arising from the decay of b-hadrons, such as B 0 , B + and Λ b . The B c cross section is expected to be very small and therefore B c decays are not considered. The Λ b contribution to the selected events is also found to be very small and the mass distribution in the selected mass range is observed to be flat. The mass distribution of the signal region is shown in Fig. 1 .
Flavour Tagging
A flavour tagging algorithm is used to identify of the flavour of the B meson and the value of the mistag fraction ω, which represents the fraction of incorrectly tagged events. The tagging efficiency ε tag and the mistag fraction ω are related to the effective tagging efficiency or tagging power, P tag = ε tag (1 − 2ω) 2 . In the present analysis an opposite-side lepton (µ,e) tagger is used. For each event the lepton with the highest p T in the event is selected. If no lepton information has been retrieved the tag information is set to zero. The tag lepton selection is optimized, using B 0 s simulations, so that the power of tagging P tag is maximized separately for electrons and muons. The flavour tagging is measured from data using the self-tagging channel B + → J/ψ K + . The B + signal is selected with cuts as similar as possible to those applied to the signal sample. The tagging performance of simulated B + and B 0 s events is compared with the B + data and found to be consistent. In order to increase the sensitivity on φ s , the mistag fraction ω is binned and parametrized as a function of the transverse momentum of the lepton, as shown in Fig. 2 . If multiple tag leptons are found in the event, the tagger with the lowest mistag is selected. The mistag fraction is assigned to all the tagged events using the parametrisations obtained for electrons and muons in B + data.
The combined tagging performances evaluated on data are ω = (32.2 ± 0.3)%, ε tag = (7.67 ± 0.04)% and P tag = (0.97 ± 0.03)%, where the reported uncertainties are statistical only. 
Maximum likelihood fit
An unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the data is performed by including information on the invariant mass (m), proper decay length (ct), the three decay angles (Θ) of the reconstructed B 
The PDFf (Θ, α, ct) is the differential decay rate function defined in Eq. 1 modified to include the flavour tagging information and the dilution term (1 − 2ω). In the modelf the longitudinal phase δ 0 is set to zero, and the difference of phases δ S − δ ⊥ is fitted with a unique variable δ S⊥ to reduce the correlation among the fitted parameters. Here (Θ) is the angular efficiency function and G is a Gaussian resolution function, which makes use of the event-byevent proper decay length uncertainty σ ct scaled by a factor κ, which is a function of ct. The κ factor is a scale factor introduced to correct the proper decay length uncertainty in order to resemble the actual resolution. It is measured in simulated samples assuming that the κ factor is the same as in data. For this assumption a systematic uncertainty is evaluated. All the parameters of the PDFs are left free to float in the final fit, unless explicitly stated otherwise. The signal mass PDF P S (m B 0 s ) is given by the sum of three Gaussian functions with a common mean; the two smaller widths, the mean and the fraction of the Gaussians are fixed to the values obtained in a one-dimensional mass fit. The background mass distribution P BG (m B 0 s ) is described by an exponential function. The background proper decay length component P BG (ct) is described by the sum of two exponential functions. The angular part of the background PDFs, P BG (cos θ T , ϕ T ) and P BG (cos ψ T ), are described analytically by a series of Legendre polynomials for cos θ T and cos ψ T and sinusoidal functions used for the angle ϕ T . For the cos θ T and ϕ T variables a two-dimensional PDF is used to take into account the correlation among the variables. The proper decay length uncertainty signal PDF P S (σ ct ) is a sum of two Gamma functions, where all the parameters are fixed to the values obtained fitting a sample of background-subtracted events. The proper decay length uncertainty background PDF P BG (σ ct ) is represented by a single Gamma function, where all the parameters are fixed to the values obtained fitting the mass peak sideband events. The P S (ξ) and P BG (ξ) are the flavour tag decision ξ PDFs which have been obtained from the data sample.
Results
The fit is applied to the sample of 70 000 events (49 000 signal candidates and 21 000 background events), selected in the mass range [5.24 − 5.49] GeV and proper decay length range [200 − 3 000] µm. The ∆m s has been constrained in the fit to the current world average value (17.69 ± 0.08) × 10 12h /s [7] by taking a Gaussian distribution centred on the world average with the uncertainty as the width. No direct CP violation is assumed for this measurement, and therefore |λ| is set to one, consistent with the results in Ref. [8] . The ∆Γ s is constrained to be positive as in Ref. [9] . The observable distributions and the fit projections are shown in Figs. 1, 3 , and 4. The 68%, 90% and 95% Confidence Level (C.L.) likelihood contours of the fit for φ s and ∆Γ s are shown in Fig. 5 . The fit results are presented in Table 1 , where the uncertainties are statistical only.
Systematics
The systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 2. The uncertainties of the φ s and ∆Γ s results are dominated by statistical uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty associated with the hypothesis of a flat proper decay length efficiency is evaluated by fitting the data with the a proper decay length efficiency which takes into account a small contribution of the decay length significance cut at small ct and a first order polynomial variations at high ct. The uncertainties associated with the variables of threedimensional angular efficiency function cos θ T , cos ψ T , and ϕ T are propagated to the fit results by varying the corresponding parameters within their statistical uncertainties and accounting for the covariances among the parameters. The systematic uncertainty due to a small discrepancy in the kaon p T spectrum between the data and the simulations is evaluated by reweighting the simulated kaon p T spectrum to agree with the data. The intrinsic biases of the fit model are taken into account as a systematic effect. The uncertainty in the proper decay length resolution associated with the proper decay length uncertainty scale factor κ is propagated to the results. Since the κ(ct) factors are obtained from simulation, the associated systematic uncertainty is assessed by using a sample of prompt J/ψ decays obtained with an unbiased trigger and comparing them to similarly processed simulated data. Table 2 . Summary of the uncertainties. If no value is reported, then the systematic uncertainty is negligible with respect to the statistical and other systematic uncertainties. The total systematic uncertainty is the square root of sum of squares of the listed systematic uncertainties.
[rad] not contain a PDF model for the mistag distribution, therefore the systematic uncertainty arising from this source is estimated. The systematic uncertainty due to tagging is assessed by propagating the statistical and systematic uncertainty of the ω parametrisation to the results. The various hypotheses that have been assumed when building the likelihood function are tested by generating simulated pseudo-experiments with different hypotheses in the generated samples and fitting the samples with the nominal likelihood function. Finally the |λ| = 1 hypothesis is tested by leaving that parameter free in the fit. The obtained value of |λ| agrees with one within one standard deviation. The differences found in the fit results with respect to the nominal fit are used as systematic uncertainties.
Conclusions
Using the 2012 CMS data approximately 49000 B 0 s signal candidates were reconstructed and used to accurately measure the weak phase φ s and the decay width difference ∆Γ s . The analysis was performed by using opposite-side lepton tagging of the B ∆Γ s = 0.096 ± 0.014 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.) ps −1 (4) where the uncertainties of the φ s and ∆Γ s results are dominated by statistical uncertainties. The value of φ s is in agreement with the previous measurements and with the SM fit prediction, and ∆Γ s is confirmed to be non-zero.
